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We are fast  approaching Christmas, wow where has this year
gone.  Just to remind everyone that the membership subs will
become due  from the 1st of January 2012.

Please send your subscriptions to  Dave Partridge.

5 Kiln Close, Corfe Mullen, Wimborne, Dorset, BH21 3UR.

There were some changes to the subscription rates going for-
ward from 2011.  We are still offering a full individual member-
ship fee of £20 and a family membership of £30.  Membership
runs from 1st January to 31st December each year.

We thank Dave for his work as membership secretary this
year.

The next few workdays at Bonsley have been agreed as 5th and 19th November and 3rd and 17th De-
cember 2011.  There are various different jobs to do, such as various DIY jobs, path clearance as well
as actual coppicing, so the more people who can help, the less there is to do!

We hope to see some of you, but if you need more information about what we're doing, please contact
Pete Snelson or Pete Moors.

Living Classroom hire members rates £30 per day or £15 for half day.
Contact Jilly Snelson for more details.



For Sale and Wanted

Spoon / crook knives I have a supply of left and right hand knives made by Ben Orford available for
sale at £30 each or £28 for group members.

Frosts Mora Carving Knives 120 and 106 Pattern with a plastic sheath normally £15 each or £13 to
members.  Contact Paul Brayshaw 01202 603245.

Leather/wood billhook holders for attaching to belt. £10 to members Contact Pete Snelson
01963 23680

If you have anything for sale or wanted please let the editor know so we can publish details here.

Dorset Wildlife Trust needed 400 river bank reinforcements in a hurry.  So who were they going to
call?  Dave Partridge, of course!   Due to the tight time scale and being at the beginning, or arguably
outside the cutting season, he could not fulfil the order by himself, but took a commitment to fulfil the
order with the help of coppice colleagues.  As Plan A, he aimed to keep the work within Dorset Coppice
Group, but by revised negotiation, DWT agreed to pick up from the woods, as this would save them
the time of reloading, which went someway to covering the costs of the pick up time.

Dorset Wildlife Trust, originally contacted us requesting for 100 faggots, with a  two week delivery.
However, things went quiet.  They then contacted us again, this time chasing for 200 as soon as
possible.  Therefore we  only had a week to complete the job.   Whilst fulfilling the order, the DWT
asked for a further 200, bringing the total to 400, for the mill stream at  Dorchester.  Thank you to the
following people’s contributions to the Faggot production, a total of 400: Peter Lane / Pete Thorne 200
faggots between them, Pete Moors 11, Paul Vodden/Toby Hoad 15, and Dave Partridge the rest.

400 Faggots spread around the group enabled us to reap
the benefits of coppice group membership and network-
ing.  The largest number was produced by the team of our
elder statesman, Peter Lane and accomplice ‘Nipper, Pete
Thorne’, with a bit of help from Billy, who is the one with
the wet nose in the photograph.

Above: Faggots stacked awaiting collection

Left: Peter Lane and Pete Thorne with their
faggot machine!

Thanks to Peter Jameson for the photo-
graphic evidence and article.



West Country Hedges

1. A Local Style of Hedge
In this area we have hedges that consist of a row (or double row) of stools of hazel (or ash) on a bank. The
roots of the stools help keep the bank in place. When these hedges are laid the plushers are hinged through
nearly 90deg so that they are almost horizontal, forming a low barrier on top of the bank and protecting the
re-sprouting stools underneath from browsing.  Plushers are held in place by hooking them under their
neighbours, pegging them down with crooks, or by bending flexible rods of hazel/willow transversely across
the hedge. The style contrasts with the hedge laying typical of the Midlands, where thorn plushers are
hinged through about 60deg to create a much higher barrier, held in place with regular stakes and bound
along the top with hazel or willow ethers.

An alternative treatment for these West Country hedges may be to coppice them, especially if the bank is
sufficiently high to provide an adequate barrier in its own right and if browsing of the re-growth will not
present a problem.

2. Widespread Misunderstanding
It is my contention that the reasons for this style of hedge and hedge laying are not widely understood, even
amongst the few who still recognise the importance of laying as a periodic “major service” essential to the
long term maintenance of hedges. The key point is that West Country hedges are linear coppices. This is
backed up by John Randall in Wattle Hurdles and Leather Gaiters (1995) pp 42-44. The laying technique
allows much of the re-growth to be harvested while still maintaining a barrier and giving protection from
browsing; in the extreme case where the hedge is coppiced, all re-growth can be harvested. But if there is to
be anything of value to harvest, the hedge must be kept in-cycle and not trimmed between layings.
The Hedgerow Management Cycle published by Hedgelink has a 1-10 scale “developed using a typical Mid-
lands hawthorn dominated hedgerow, but many aspects can safely be applied to other hedgerow types found
in the UK”. At point 4 is “recently laid, coppiced or planted hedgerow.”  The recommended action is to
“trim lightly for first few years, then cut on a two or preferably three or more year rotation, allowing height
to increase a little each time.” Hardly ideal treatment for hazel or ash coppice!
The National Hedge Layers’ Society website is also less than helpful. Before discussing regional styles it
states that “once a hedge has been laid regular trimming will keep it in good order for up to 50 years when it
may be appropriate to lay the hedge again, or even coppice it”. It mentions a Devon style, but illustrates a
thorn hedge on a bank. A Dorset Hedge Layers Association was formed early this century but folded after a
few years. I do not recall it ever spelling out the rationale behind the Dorset style, and its attempts to
persuade the NHLS to recognize the style were unsuccessful.
Highly influential in the developing conservation movement was the New Naturalist monograph Hedges, by
Pollard, Hooper and Moore (1974). The authors were three Nature Conservancy colleagues, based near
Huntingdon, who naturally took advice from the NHLS and from Midlands hedge layers. They collected
their data as and when they could in their spare time. Their fig 25, p 94, is a distribution map of “Hazel in
Hedges”: there is no record of any hedge in Dorset containing more than 50% hazel!

They state that:
In Wiltshire and Dorset there is a method of hedge laying without stakes or edders. The laid stems are not in
the form of a narrow fence but are spread over about a yard and are roughly hemispherical (sic) in section.
The purpose of stakes and edders is to keep a laid hedge in position. It may be that the weight of material
used makes this unnecessary, but we have seen twine tied around these hedges at intervals and this suggests
that there is a tendency for them to spring up away from the ground, leaving gaps. The resulting hedge is
very dense. As one might expect, this technique is used in sheep grazing areas.
This description, including “hemispherical” (evidently meaning “semicircular”) was repeated verbatim in
the BTCV Hedging handbook, 1975.

To be fair, Pollard et al do mention coppicing of hedges and the derivation of by-products. All too often,
however, modern environmentalists regard coppicing merely as a technique for land/habitat management,
not the harvesting of anything useful.



It would not be surprising if the practice (and memory) of short-rotation laying died out more rapidly than
that of longer-rotation management elsewhere. It would just be part of the overall decline of hazel coppicing
that occurred in the last century. Farms now need neither spars for ricks nor faggots for bread ovens.

3. Various Perspectives
Since moving back to Dorset in 2002 and subsequently laying such hazel hedges here, I have tried to per-
suade my customers to keep them in-cycle, ie to leave them entirely alone for 6+ years and then call me
back to lay them again. This makes sense for me, because I am building up a schedule of work for future
years and a portfolio of local in-cycle hazel coppice to supply me with hurdle rods. My future quote to lay
an in-cycle hedge will be reduced because the job will be straightforward and I will have a use for the by-
products. But I must stress I have only just started to get practical experience of re-laying hedges that I first
laid when grossly overstood. This time round they are still yielding firewood from 20year old plushers (and
one walking stick per yard!); it will be another 7-odd years before they can truly be regarded as “in-cycle”.
It is trusting of my customers to cooperate. I am not immortal and in another cycle’s time, inshallah, shall be
over 70. I can assure customers that I hope to re-lay their hedge, and that if they leave it to grow untrimmed
my quote will be cheaper. But I cannot realistically give them a firm quote or commit to doing the work that
far into the future. If the customer is a farmer, my laying an overstood hedge has solved his immediate prob-
lem. If the hedge is left for 7 years and I am not around to re-lay it, it will be well on the way to becoming a
liability again. By contrast, the marginal cost of trimming it a la Hedgelink – with equipment in which he
has already invested or by contractors he is already employing elsewhere – will be modest.  Why should he
take the risk?

Hedge laying is perceived by hedge owners to be expensive; if it were not, the nation’s hedges would not
have deteriorated to their present state. The idea of re-laying every 7 years or so rings alarm bells.  I am un-
qualified to comment on the economics of in-cycle hedges from the point of view of real woodsmen trying
to earn a living. How much more cheaply can they lay an in-cycle hedge? If a farmer delays re-laying (and
makes it more difficult) by mechanical trimming that destroys valuable by-products, will he still preserve his
hedges - and maintain them after a fashion – at less expense? Would Dorset’s few hedge layers be better em-
ployed restoring other declining hedges before it is too late?
One benefit of in-cycle hedges should be noted. They make it easy to encourage, and eventually to harvest,
hedgerow trees. That should be of interest to environmentalists, and indeed to landowners for purely eco-
nomic reasons.

4. What could/should DCG do?
The following are ideas for discussion, not firm proposals:

i. If DCG doesn’t champion these hedges, it is unlikely that anyone else will. After all, we are the
people who can use the by-products.

ii. From personal experience I find these hedges very suitable for helping new part-timers get estab-
lished. A novice hurdle maker is not going to bid at a coppice auction. But if he lays his neigh-
bour’s garden hedge and makes a decent job of it, he will have no difficulty attracting further
work based on the customer reference and living testimony. That will provide him with some
coppice material immediately, and considerably more in due course. Again, if a novice wants to
take up hedge laying, better to find work that generates beanpoles, etc, as a by-product, rather
than having to source stakes and ethering from somewhere else.

iii. If DCG does not already have collective experience of managing these hedges in-cycle, it should
at least acquire it.

iv. We could try and publicise the rationale behind these hedges, if only to prevent them being dam-
aged by well-intended ignorance. Ideally based on experience at (iii), we could also make the
point that keeping such hedges in-cycle is at least an option that can be considered in appropriate
circumstances.

v. If a punter from Leicestershire wants to come on one of our “hedge laying” courses he should be
warned what he’s getting; conversely if a potential new member trained in the Midlands relocates
to Dorset we don’t want him laying hedges in an inappropriate way. The basic principles of
pleaching/plashing/plushing are the same and it’s relatively easy to adapt to different styles.



vi. Possible targets for (iv) would be the NHLS, revisiting the issue of their recognising the Dorset
style; Hedgelink/Natural England; FWAG; the Dorset Wildlife Trust; Kingston Maurward; etc. If
a National Coppice Association emerges and has any clout, we could educate it and then expect it
to lobby on our behalf.

vii. We could devise schemes to help our own members persuade their customers of the benefits of
in-cycle hedges. For example, we could maintain a database of hedges that were intended to be
managed in this way, which could be useful if individual members ceased working. [NB legisla-
tion on holding personal data!] Or we could devise a card, with the imprimatur of the Group to
give it authority, on the lines of: Next Service due ....; please discourage your gardener from
butchering the hedge in the meantime; keep this with your double gazing guarantees and mains
wiring certificates and pass to the new owner if you move; if the chap who laid the hedge last
time has died by next time round contact DCG- see website!

viii. Could we use grant money to fund a project relating to this (and does anybody want the hassle of
applying for it!)? As a crucial first step I can offer an acronym: Restoration of In Cycle Hedges
Around Dorset – RICHARD.

George Darwall

Didn’t the Yorkshire man do well!

Regrettably I was unable to attend the members taster day on 16th July (diary clash with a show in
Hampshire that had been booked before the taster day was publicised and in spite of it being a charity
show no appearance money I decided to stand by my word with the show organisers).  I gather you had
slightly less rain down you neck than me and a good time was had by all, I did how ever make it for
some of the barbeque.

The barbeque was up to the normal coppice group standards and could be described as a connoisseurs
barbeque with much discussion on which charcoal to use next. (Sweet chestnut for the second wave of
cooking) preceding which type of sausage to put on the barbeque next!

Paul Vodden had lead small
scale charcoal production in a
40 gallon drum and it was de-
cided to open it after the bar-
beque for a first time in a drum
the yield was about a 1/3 drum
with only one brown end.

 So the Yorkshire man did well
transferring his skills from the
big kiln.

Photograph and article by
 Pete ‘the charcoal’ Jameson.



The idea of this day was for all members to be able to get together and have a relaxing, social event
with a barbeque, and we also thought it would be fun to be able to have a go at another craft or activi-
ty that we might not normally have the chance to do.

The inclement weather meant that we had to have some of the activities under cover.
In the old shooters hut Mike Woodbridge set up his powered lathe and in the opposite
 corner Dave Partridge had the pole lathe and shave horse.

Outside under gazebos, Pete Snelson had his stick making bits and pieces and George was able to
show people how to re-rush a chair.  George also set up a bench in the classroom and was instructing
us how to prepare and carve, not a spoon, but a double helix, with a view to having it up on display, (I
think it might take us some time to complete !)  and Mandy Staple had her pyrography equipment set
up on the verandah.

Pete Moors & Pete Snelson  working in harmony !  George Darwall & Dave Partridge  deep in discussion
whilst   Alex  works on a chair leg I think

  Angela Trevis working on  the double helixMandy and Tara working on some pyrography designs
and pictures

Yours truly turning a mushroom !



At lunch time, Paul Vodden started off the barrel burn to show us all how to produce charcoal on a
small scale,  it was quite a success, even if the smoke did permeate into all the vehicles parked close by
and our gazebo stank of smoke when we put it up at our next show !

    +  1 barrel + lots of logs…Take 1 tiny fire……

      ….then lots of smoke ……………

 =   1 small pile of charcoal
ready for inspection by Pete
Jameson

Sadly some members couldn’t stay for the barbeque, but some that weren’t there in the day did
make it for the food, and we all had a really enjoyable day.    I must thank Vicky Woodbridge and
Angela Trevis for the help they gave me with refreshments etc on the day, it was much appreciated.

Jilly Snelson

We had Edward Griffiths from Dorset Magazine with
us during the day, taking photos and talking to every-
one.  He has produced a very good article about the
day which has appeared in the October issue of the
magazine.



There was a good turnout for this meeting at The Living Classroom on the 22nd, with about 20
existing members and a couple of potential new members.

It was a fairly informal meeting, Pete Moors gave everyone an update on what was happening within
the Group, with further updates on membership and events from the respective Board members.

It was also a chance for other members to ask any questions or voice any comments or concerns and
after about an hour of discussion and chat, we then all fell upon the excellent spread of food, which
included an interesting selection of home made products !

With plenty of cider and beer and some homemade sloe gin to sample, everyone stayed ‘til quite late
giving plenty of time for networking and exchanging of views, which it what these meetings are all
about.

This again proved to be a thoroughly enjoyable day and even the weather decided to follow the agreed
schedule !

We had ten different activities on offer, Shrink Pots, Walking Sticks, Coppicing, Spoon Carving,
Hurdles, Furniture, Turning, Hedge laying, Basket Making and Charcoal, and 27 people booked for
the one and a half hour sessions in four of the activities.

I think everyone really enjoyed themselves and one or two have gone on to become members.  Several
people put their names down for more in-depth courses and their names have been passed on to the
respective members.

This event does bring in quite a lot of income for the Group as well as providing possible course
participants for some of the instructors.   But none of the events at Bonsley would happen without
the members who are prepared to come along and give up their time.

So a big thank you (in no particular order) to :-

Pete Jameson, Pete Moors, Pete Snelson, Tim Dunning, Paul Brayshaw, Dave Partridge, Mike &
Vicky Woodbridge, George Darwall, Jim & Marg King, Jim Bettle and Ellie Holmes.  If there is
anyone I have forgotten, I apologise, I am trying to write this quickly to get it off to Paul !

One of the participants, Wayne Farrell took some photos and is writing an article for Living Woods
magazine about the day, so keep a look out for that.

I already have people on a waiting list for next year’s Taster Day, so will be approaching you all again
in the New Year for perhaps one or two different activities to go along with the old faithful's.

Jilly Snelson



Diary Dates for 2012

April Open Day at Bonsley Wood (date TBC)

03-07/08/2012  Dorset’s Art & Crafts Bovington Middle School
(outside area) Contact Gavin Russell 01305 832880

15/08/2012  Gillingham & Shaftesbury Show

25/08/2012  Stock Gaylard - Oak Fair

01-02/09/2011 Dorset County Show

08–09/09/2011 Sturminster Cheese Festival

Craft Taster Day in October next year (TBC)

If there is no contact details next to any of the events then please let Mike/ Vicki Woodbridge
(vwoodbridge@symondsandsampson.co.uk )(01305 269879) know if you wish to attend.


